Bank Certificate for
Confirmation of Bank Details with Signature Attestation
from Bank Branch Manager

<To be given on Bank’s Letter Head> or with <Bank Branch seal, employee name and number seal>

TO WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN
This is to certify that
Mr. / Ms. (#)
S/o or D/o:
residing at

PAN Number (as per Bank Records
is holding the following account in our bank and branch

Bank Name
Bank Branch & City
Bank A/c No.



A/c Type ( )

 Savings

 Current

 NRE

 NRO

 FCNR

 Others…………………

MICR Code (9 digit)

IFSC Code (11 digit)

Signature of the above A/c holder
as per Banks’s records

Signature of the Bank Manager
(verifying the Signature and above mentioned particulars of the
account holder as per bank records)

Bank & Branch Seal
With employee name and number

Date :
(#) =

Name of the unit holder

Please refer to the instructions on the reverse side for guidance.

Place: _______________

Instructions to investors

Investors would comply with the following procedures at the time of submission of transaction requests accompanied by
signature attestation.
1) Submission of transaction request / a request for signature updation.
2) Banker’s attestation (To be provided on banker’s letter head/ our prescribed format/any other equivalent document).
3) A self-attested PAN copy from the first /sole unit holder for cases where PAN is already updated in our records.
Wherever PAN is not available, a self-attested government issued valid photo-identity proof can be submitted to
validate the identity of the investors as per our records.
4)
5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

PAN details or Address/DOB details, as the case may be, should tally with data in our records.
Banker’s attestation would be deemed incomplete if the following details are not available in the attestation.
 Name of the employee attesting the signature
 Employee Number
 Signature
 Bank Seal
In cases where there may be requirement of banker’s attestation for more than one holder, please provide attestations
on separate sheets.
Investors should agree to furnish such other documents for effecting the change of signature /bank details, as may be
required by the AMC. Further, investors shall agree to indemnify and keep the AMC fully indemnified against any loss,
cost, charges, levies, penalties, etc. as may be imposed upon the AMC on account of furnishing incorrect particulars .
The requests shall be accepted and processed only if all the details are correctly filled and the necessary documents
are submitted. The request is liable to be rejected if any information is missing or incorrectly filled or if there is
deficiency in the documents submitted.
The attested signature shall be updated at a folio level.

